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1. Coping with a 4 Day Event for Elite Classes Only
For most competitors, the event has three days (or stages in MT terminology) but has 4 days
for the 4 elite classes. MT enables the recording of the stages a competitor enters in fields
headed E1, E2 etc and referred to as Entry/Stage. This is illustrated in the screen below.
The competitors are identified by the days they have entered. The same process is used for
competitors who do not enter all three days in other classes. Note some classes have
numbers in the block fields (see below on blocking for the Start Draw)

This situation also impacts on the results as most classes do not have a result for the
Prologue Day (Stage 1). The simplest way to ensure that only the results for the three days
are counted for other classes is to Cancel these classes for Stage 1 as shown below
(Results>Cancel).

The Official Results display will then use the words “Cancelled S1” in the heading for those
classes which are cancelled for Stage 1. This can be eliminated in printed output lists by

changing the Results Layout so this heading field is small enough to display the Class Name
only.
2. Competitors Entering Elite Classes on the Prologue Day Only
Some competitors enter different classes on different days, most commonly where they enter
the prologue in an elite class and then different classes for Days 1-3 (Stages 2-4). This is
managed as follows:
1. Create 2 entries for the competitor, one for each class
2. Use the same start no (they will have a different database ID)
3. Assign the correct class and Entry/Stage Flag for each day
4. Use a dummy SI card number on the Day/Class combinations which are invalid to
avoid the system attempting to pick up the wrong entry when the competitor
downloads.
This is illustrated for a competitor below.

3. IOF World Ranking Event Results
If one of the days of Easter is a World Ranking event, the results are to be provided in a
format defined by the IOF (see their web site). This format can be achieved by removing
surplus fields from a CSV Results export of the required day’s results. The IOF format also
requires the IOF competitor ID where they have one (lists of IDs available at the IOF web
site). This can be included in one of the spare TEXT fields prior to the event to eliminate
editing the results data after the event (as in the list of entries in the screen example referred
to under “Coping with a 4 Day Event for Elite Classes Only”).
4. Blocking Start Times (When Using the MT Start Draw Process)
OA rules (Rule 12.5) requires blocking of classes in the Start Draw. The only user interface
function in MT to block entrants is to block them in clubs. This will not meet the rule
requirement and hence the blocking facility in the software itself SHOULD NOT BE USED
I.E. DO NOT TICK THE BOX “Use Time Blocks” IN THE START ORGANISATION SCREEN
BELOW IF USING THE METHOD DESCRIBED HERE.

Instead the blocks can be easily set up in an export of the data to a CSV file and then
reimporting the data into MT. Add the numbers 1, 2 and 3 respectively under the Block
heading for each third of the competitors in a class for each day, changing the third with each
number for each day (see example csv file below for a small subset of competitors). Once
the data is reimported into MT software, the Start Draw uses these block numbers to
distribute each competitor as a block in the draw.

The resultant start draw for a class is shown below with the blocks for 2 of the Stages. Note
that a couple of competitors who were officials have been moved out of their blocks, hence
the gaps in the draw.
For the 2007 Australian Three Days, after discussions with the OA Technical Director,
blocking was applied to larger classes only (~18 or more competitors)

5. General Comments on the Draw
Plan the order of classes on each day before doing the draw organisation and decide on the
start interval for each class (e.g. 2 minutes for all or 2 minutes for some and 4 minutes for
others e.g. older age classes with small numbers). The draw allows start time gaps to be left
in a class, however the recommendation is not to do this but to leave gaps between classes
which can be used for very late entrants or changes.
Editing the draw to cater for split times and allocating early and late start times for helpers
requires as much time as doing the actual draw organisation and draw for each class. The
simpler option is to leave all competitors in the main draw and then manually edit the start
time of those requiring changed times afterwards.
Recommendations are to have a practice of a few classes before doing the final draw, and
when doing the actual draw backing up the event between each major step as follows:
1. Before starting the draw organisation
2. After finishing the draw organisation
3. After doing the draw for each day
4. After doing edits to the draw for split starts etc.

Before doing the draw be familiar with the OA Rules and NOL Guidelines for start times and
draws. NOL rules require late entrants to be placed at the start of the draw, and in 2007 this
was generally applied to other classes as well which meant late entrants may have started at
the beginning of the class on each day.
6. Red Start Group for Elite Classes
This process applies to a single or multi-day event where the start draw for an elite class is to
include a RED start group of 10 competitors at the end of the draw but within that group, the
starts are to be random. One way to achieve this is to do a draw for the whole class, and
then in the draw move the 10 top competitors to the end maintaining the random order in
which they were placed in for the original draw.
7. Data Import and Export of Entries
For major events entrant information is often captured in systems external to MT. The data
can then be imported into MT using a CSV file with the correct structure and following some
data rules. An example CSV file with the correct headings is separate from this document. In
particular some requirements exist for the following fields:
Field
Start No
SI Card1, SI Card2
etc
Database ID
E1, E2, E3 etc
Club No.
Cl. No
Rented

Comment
Can equate to a competitor’s chest number and thus
assists finish team to identify competitors with SI Number
problems.
The SI Card used each day – this may vary if a change is
made e.g. for a lost card
Unique ID, can be different from start number (see section
2 above)
The stages entered, requires an ‘X’ if the competitor is
running that stage otherwise a ‘0’
Unique number ID for a club (see separate spreadsheet for
the preferred method of entering clubs)
Unique number ID for a class
Indicates rented SI card (‘X’) otherwise ‘0’

8. Results Printing – Using Lists
The desired output is to show each day’s results and the cumulative time for the event. The
Preliminary Results function will only show the time for the selected stage and the cumulative
time, hence on Days 2 and 3, the Official Results needs to be used if all stages are to
display.
An example layout covering classes with 3 and 4 stages is shown below. Note that the 3 last
competitors in W21E ran that class only in the Prologue. As they are not assigned to this
class for the other days, they have no classifier for these days.

